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Dr. Aidong Zhang 

SUNY Distinguished Professor and Chair 

Department of Computer Science and Engineering 

State University of New York at Buffalo 

Abstract: In recent years, with the high-throughput gene and protein screening and detection 
techniques, the volume of the gene and protein data has been increased dramatically. There are 
many gene and protein databases publicly available. Such massive data provide us with the 
opportunity to systematically analyze the structure of a large living system and also allows us to 
use it to understand essential principles like genetic interactions, functions, functional modules, 
gene products, and cellular pathways. In this talk, I will present our ideas and approaches to 
tracking the evolutionary process of protein functional modules over time. Analyzing the 
evolutionary pattern of protein functional modules detected over time can help us discover 
underlying evolutionary trends or behaviors of functional modules in response to different 
diseases. By learning the evolution pattern of protein function modules for various diseases, we 
can solve some classical health problems with new perspectives. By detecting the most 
stable/unstable functional modules and by examining our module evolution nets we can provide 
new findings to classical health problems. For example, we can find out some key points which 
could distinguish two ambiguous diseases or understand the underlying similarity between two 
diseases and what make them different/similar. We can perform early detection of a certain kind 
of disease. We can focus on the outstanding differences of the patient’s PPI networks at the 
critical beginning timestamp of a disease to find the change pattern of functionally related 
modules during the early disease stage. Given the patient’s early stage PPI network of an unclear 
disease, we could tell that what the disease is. In addition, we could predict the mutation risk of a 
certain kind of disease. 
 
Short Bio: Dr. Aidong Zhang is a SUNY Distinguished Professor and Chair of Computer 
Science and Engineering at State University of New York (SUNY) at Buffalo (the highest 
academic rank available for any faculty member in the State University of New York 
System). Her research interests include bioinformatics, health Informatics, data mining, 



multimedia and database systems, and content-based image retrieval. She is an author of over 
250 research publications in these areas. She has chaired or served on over 100 program 
committees of international conferences and workshops, and currently serves several journal 
editorial boards. She has published two books “Protein Interaction Networks: Computational 
Analysis” (Cambridge University Press, 2009) and “Advanced Analysis of Gene Expression 
Microarray Data” (World Scientific Publishing Co., Inc. 2006). Dr. Zhang is a recipient of the 
National Science Foundation CAREER award and State University of New York (SUNY) 
Chancellor's Research Recognition award. Dr. Zhang is an IEEE Fellow. 
 

Title: Uncovering HealthCare fraud and crime through Big Data analytics 

 

 

 

 

Dr. Flavio Villanustre 

VP Technology Architecture & Product 

LexisNexis and HPCC Systems 

 

Abstract: Drug trafficking, fraud, waste and abuse are significant challenges to the Public 
Health System across the world, costing hefty sums of money and lives every year. 
Unfortunately, in many cases, traditional indicators are ineffective to identify and prevent  these 
cases, or even mitigate their impact. Industry experts agree that these types of activities usually 
don’t happen in isolation, and that more than one individual are often accomplices in these 
crimes. In addition to this, social influence can be traced to the way these groups of individuals 
connect and organize. 

Recent developments in Big Data analytics and large-scale graph processing have introduced 
novel approaches to solving this set of problems, helping identify non-obvious relationships in 
the data, to uncover organized crime groups behind these types of criminal activities. During this 
presentation, the audience will be introduced to leading-edge research in this field, real-world 
use cases and some of the challenges and opportunities when using Big Data to tackle this 
significant burden to society. 



Short Bio: Dr. Flavio Villanustre, VP Technology Architecture & Product, for LexisNexis and 
HPCC Systems. In this position, Flavio is responsible for Information and Physical Security, 
overall infrastructure strategy and new product development. Prior to 2001, Dr. Villanustre 
served in different companies in a variety of roles in infrastructure, information security and 
information technology. In addition, Dr. Villanustre has been involved with the open source 
community for over 15 years through multiple initiatives. Some of these include founding the 
first Linux User Group in Buenos Aires (BALUG) in 1994, releasing several pieces of software 
under different open source licenses, and evangelizing open source to different audiences 
through conferences, training and education. Prior to his technology career, Dr. Villanustre was a 
neurosurgeon. 
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Scientometrics Laboratory (EBMIRSL) in the Center for Health Informatics and Bioinformatics 
(CHIBI). Before coming to NYU, he earned BS and MS degrees in engineering, and later MD, 
MS, and PhD degrees in Biomedical Informatics at Vanderbilt University. 

 Dr. Aphinyanaphongs current research interests include medical predictive modeling in support 
of clinical decisions, information retrieval in support of evidence based medicine, and substance 
abuse followup and monitoring through text messaging and social media. 

 

Dr. Paul Bradley 

Dr. Paul Bradley is a co-founder, and Chief Data Scientist at MethodCare where he oversees the 
research and development functions of MethodCare, including the development of new processes, 
technologies and products. Paul also keeps MethodCare at the forefront of the most recent 
predictive analytics, data mining advances and industry trends. 

Dr. Bradley is Industry & Government Track Invited Talks Chairs of KDD 2014, also served as 
Area Editor for the International Journal on Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery and as 
Associate Editor of SIGKDD Explorations, and was KDD-2003 Industrial Track Co-chair, 
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ABSTRACT
Effective public health surveillance is important for national secu-
rity. With novel emerging infectious diseases being reported across
different parts of the world, there is a need to build effective bio-
surveillance systems that can track, monitor and report such events
in a timely manner. Additionally, there is a need to identify sus-
ceptible geographic regions/populations where these diseases may
have a significant impact and design preemptive strategies to tackle
them. With the digitization of health related information through
electronic health records (EHR) and electronic healthcare claim re-
imbursements (eHCR), there is a tremendous opportunity to ex-
ploit these datasets for public health surveillance. In this paper, we
present our analysis on the use of eHCR data for bio-surveillance
by studying the 2009-2010 H1N1 pandemic flu season. We present
a novel approach to extract spatial and temporal patterns of flu in-
cidence across the United States (US) from eHCRs and find that
a small, but distinct set of break-out patterns govern the flu and
asthma incidence rates across the entire country. Further, we ob-
serve a distinct temporal lag in the onset of flu when compared to
asthma across geographic regions in the US. The patterns extracted
from the data collectively indicate how these break-out patterns
are coupled, even though the flu represents an infectious disease
whereas asthma represents a typical chronic condition. Taken to-
gether, our approach demonstrates how mining eHCRs can provide
novel insights in tackling public health concerns.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous; H.3.3
[Information Search and Retrieval]: Clustering

Keywords
Public health surveillance, electronic healthcare claims reimburse-
ment, spatial and temporal patterns
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INTRODUCTION
Infectious diseases pose a serious challenge for public health of-
ficials and governments [16]; in particular, the emergence (and
re-emergence) of novel strains of various pathogens including flu
and West Nile viruses, and multi-drug resistant strains of bacteria
(causing tuberculosis and other diseases) pose serious threats for
national security [24, 14, 11]. Additionally, there has been a signif-
icant increase in the number of allergies (such as asthma and food
related allergies [13]) and other chronic conditions (e.g., diabetes,
cancer) within the United States (US) in the last decade [6]. With
an estimated 50-60 million patients diagnosed every year and over
$100 billion spent on medical expenses yearly, the combined ef-
fect of these diseases creates an extraordinary socio-economic and
financial burden [6, 13]. Therefore, there is an urgent need to de-
velop effective bio-surveillance systems that can identify, monitor
and track such diseases [12].

Digital public health surveillance is emerging as an important
tool for tracking, monitoring and driving decisions regarding emerg-
ing infectious disease spread within geographically distributed pop-
ulations [7]. Many bio-surveillance systems rely on the use of
event-based, unstructured digital data (such as news feed aggrega-
tors, internet search patterns of users, and social media) [7]. How-
ever, with the digitization of health-related information through
electronic health records (EHR) and electronic healthcare claim re-
imbursements (eHCR), there is a tremendous opportunity to seek,
collect, monitor and analyze these large-scale datasets for pub-
lic health surveillance. EHRs refer to an individual patient’s de-
tailed medical history, collected and aggregated at medical facili-
ties, whereas eHCRs refer to electronic records of claim transac-
tions processed by retail pharmacies to dispense prescription drugs
to patients. eHCR transactions can also include diagnostic infor-
mation (e.g., when a patient visits his/her doctor) and therefore
captures rich and timely information regarding prevailing medical
conditions within any given geographic location.

In spite of these advantages, the use of EHR and eHCR datasets
for bio-surveillance is still in its early stages [8]. Privacy and secu-
rity concerns within EHR and eHCR systems have made it tremen-
dously challenging to engage local and public health departments in
effectively collecting, sharing and disseminating bio-surveillance
related data [15]. eHCR transaction datasets have been routinely
used in the context of tracking and analyzing pharmacy prescrip-
tions and understanding drug efficacy (e.g., [21, 10, 5, 3, 4]); how-
ever, very little research has been carried out in terms of using them
as potential data sources for digital public health surveillance. A



recent study showed that retail pharmacy sales data can be used
as a reliable measure for syndromic surveillance; specifically, the
aggregate counts of prescription sales of four antiviral drugs for
influenza correlated well with Google Flu Trends [9, 20]. How-
ever, given the concerns with Google Flu [17], there is a need to
develop alternate strategies to evaluate eHCRs in tracking flu (and
other diseases).

In this paper, we present an analysis of eHCRs from the 2009-
2010 H1N1 pandemic flu season. Using eHCR datasets from IMS
Health that capture electronic diagnostic reimbursement claims, we
show that the influenza like illnesses (ILI) indicators determined
from eHCRs correlate well with the publicly available Centers for
Disease Control (CDC) ILINet surveillance data [1]. We also study
co-occurring patterns of ILI (infectious disease) and asthma (chronic
condition) using the IMS Health eHCRs. We also describe an ap-
proach to automatically identify spatial and temporal patterns from
the eHCR datasets for the 2009-2010 influenza and study its inter-
relationship with asthma incidence in the same time period. Apart
from discovering a very small number of distinct spatial and tem-
poral patterns, our analysis shows a distinct lag in the temporal
patterns of asthma and flu; i.e., we find that a peak in the number
of diagnosed flu cases followed a peak in the number of diagnosed
asthma cases. Further, we also show that a small number of specific
regions within the US have vulnerability to the co-occurrence of
flu and asthma, indicating a prior susceptibility for respiratory con-
ditions to co-occur. Taken together, our results show how eHCR
datasets can be analyzed for public health surveillance.

DATA
IMS Health is a leading consolidator of eHCRs within the US. With
over 55-60 million eHRCs collected every week, this proprietary
dataset constitutes a unique resource for public health surveillance.
The diagnosis eHRCs (referred to as Dx data) process data from
over 500,000 medical practitioners/year and received from all parts
of the US, including rural areas. The Dx dataset consists of over
1 billion eHRCs collected annually and represents more than 165
million unique patients. Additionally, IMS Health uses proprietary
technology to protect patient privacy concerns and all of the data is
HIPAA-compliant.

In this study, we analyzed the IMS Health Dx data from the 2009
- 2010 pandemic (H1N1) flu season. The specific dates covered as
part of the study include Apr 1, 2009 - Mar 31, 2010 with a total of
nearly one billion records. We processed the Dx data and parsed
out for influenza (ICD9 codes 486XX and 488XX) and asthma
(ICD9 codes 493XX) related records. Although ICD9 codes for
flu can potentially include other diagnostic codes, we specifically
chose only those ICD9 codes that corresponded to hospital diag-
nosed cases of the flu. For flu, we obtained a total of over 6 million
individual records (throughout the US). For asthma, we obtained a
total of over 10 million individual records. In order to organize the
data based on location specific information, we used the zip code
corresponding to the patient’s service provider (i.e., a medical prac-
titioner/physician), since the provider’s five digit zip code is more
specific than the patient’s three digit zip code directly accessible
from the Dx data. It is reasonable to assume that the location of the
patient’s service provider/pharmacy is most likely to be co-located,
unless the patient remotely consults with his/her service provider
(only 0.0001% of the total records had different 3 digit zip codes
available for the patient and service provider).

We organized the resulting flu and asthma datasets into corre-
sponding matrices, Aflu and Aasthma, where the rows represented
the number of days and the columns represented the total number
of zip codes. In order to characterize the co-occurrence of asthma
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Figure 1: A summary of flu incidence counts from IMS Health
Dx data (black line) compared against CDC ILINet data (blue
line) showing similar temporal trends during the 2009-2010
pandemic flu season.

and flu, we obtained a list of common zip codes between Aflu and
Aasthma and considered only those zip codes that had more than
10 reported cases of either diagnostic code set. Of the 29,761 gen-
eral zip codes in the US, the IMS diagnostic dataset covered 14,098
zip codes with statistically significant data for both flu and asthma,
covering about 47% of the US.

RESULTS
Flu and asthma case-counts during the 2009-
2010 H1N1 pandemic season
Comparison of IMS Health Dx data with CDC influenza
surveillance network
We began by examining if we could rely on the IMS Health Dx
data to provide insights into case counts of the 2009-2010 flu sea-
son. This is particularly important to ensure that the data is indeed
comparable to traditional methods of data collection. We measure
the total number of cases (per week) from the Dx data, based on
the case definition described in the Data section and compare it
against the CDC ILINet data for the same period. ILINet has been
a standard way of monitoring the entire nation for the flu and this
comparison serves our purpose of checking if the data obtained
from Dx and CDC ILINet are similar. Instead of comparing the
actual numbers, we observe whether the overall trends in the rise
and fall of the flu cases are similar. As shown in Fig. 1, the overall
trend within the CDC data matches closely with respect to the Dx
data, for the H1N1 flu within the US. The flu season of 2009-2010
was particularly severe as a consequence of the novel H1N1 viral
strain of that season, which was a unique combination of flu viruses
never before identified in animals or humans [2]. This viral strain
spread throughout the world. Within the US, the estimated num-
ber of cases of the H1N1 flu was between 42 and 86 million, with
about 192,000 to 398,000 hospitalizations. As shown above, al-
though the magnitudes of the IMS Health Dx data and CDC ILINet
data are different, the trend observed in the rise/fall of the flu pan-
demic within the US is similar (inset in Fig. 1, correlation value
of 0.8; p-value=5.43E-11). It is important to note that the Dx data
is more comprehensive (covers about 47% of the entire country on
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Figure 2: A summary of the temporal trend of flu and asthma
incidence from the Dx dataset at the zip code level. (A) Sum-
mary of case counts of asthma incidences whereas (B) shows
the number of influenza cases reported per zip code (both pan-
els are in log scale). (C) Summary of temporal trends observed
from the flu (black) and asthma (green) case counts; note that
we have summarized the data using a moving average window
of 7 days (to overcome gaps in the IMS Dx data based on re-
ports received throughout the week) and normalized the results
based on fraction of total case counts.

an average for the time-period examined) than the CDC ILINet data
(we only use publicly available information from the CDC website)
and hence one may need to interpret the similarity with caution. A
similar analysis for asthma, however, is difficult to perform with
the current data because the CDC reports, and IMS Health Dx data
reflect different metrics. Hence, for this study, we have not per-
formed a comparative analysis of the asthma incidence.

Summary of flu and asthma incidence rates from diag-
nostic data
We summarize the flu and asthma from the diagnostics (Dx) data
as a function of daily incidence and as a matrix in Fig. 2. Clearly,
the number of cases for both asthma (Fig. 2A) and flu (Fig. 2B) at
a local zip-code level is sparse. While influenza rates rise sharply
during the Aug-Sep 2009 time-frame, the number of asthma cases
observed from the data shows more or less a uniform distribu-
tion throughout the year, except for a slight increase and decrease
around the time of the pandemic flu season. Further, we find that
there is a temporal trend where we observe that the peak number
of asthma incidences (within the Dx data) lags behind by about 3
weeks when compared to the peak number of influenza incidences
(Fig. 2C). Note that for Fig. 2C, we present the data that was
temporally averaged by 7 days (to account for lag times within di-
agnostic data reporting within the IMS Health datasets). We note
that even without the temporal averaging, these trends are observed
(both at state and national levels).

An interesting question that arises from the above analysis is
whether there are specific geographic regions within the US (or
time windows) where there is a concurrent occurrence of flu and
asthma. We present an approach to discover such co-occurring pat-

terns in the next section.

Temporal patterns in flu and asthma incidence
Identifying optimal subspace and cross validation
The dimensionality of the data for each of the matrices (Aflu,asthma)
is Nz ⇥ Nt where Nz represents the total number of zip codes
(14,098) and Nt represents the time points (365 days starting from
Apr 1 2009 to Mar 31 2010). We hypothesized that the flu inci-
dence patterns would be composed of discrete spatial and temporal
patterns, especially given the geographic size and spread of the US
as well as the fact that influenza occurrence is a highly complex
process. Further, given prior knowledge that there were distinct
‘peaks’ associated with the 2009-2010 pandemic, it was reasonable
for us to use techniques that could elucidate discrete, yet sparse spa-
tial and temporal patterns from this high dimensional data. Addi-
tionally, the entries within each of these matrices are non-negative
(i.e., it is not possible to obtain a negative count for the number of
patients with the flu or asthma). For this purpose, we used non-
negative matrix factorization (NMF), a technique that can extract
low-rank approximations from the data.

Given a data matrix A with non-negative entries (Nz ⇥ Nt di-
mensions), NMF finds low-rank approximations of the form A ⇡
WH, where W (Nz ⇥ s) captures spatial patterns and H (s⇥Nt)
represents temporal patterns within the data. We used the alternate
least squares algorithm proposed by Paatero [19, 18], available as
part of the standard Matlab (Mathworks, Inc.). Although the size
of the Aasthma,flu are quite large, we did not find the speed of
convergence as a significant problem. We used a stopping value
of 1000 as the maximum number of iterations. To identify the ap-
propriate subspace (s) dimensions for the original data, we iterated
over s = 1 . . . 15 for both matrices, dividing the data into random
yet equal-sized training and testing data. We tracked the residual
errors using Frobenius norm for both training and testing data. For
each choice of s, we repeated this process 100 times. Once the op-
timal s was selected, we report the most stable version of the basis
matrices by computing the KL divergence between every pair of
the 100 instances of W from the training dataset and picking the
W with the lowest KL divergence value.

Distinct breakout patterns govern flu and asthma inci-
dence
NMF offers a convenient framework to interpret the incidence of flu
and asthma throughout the US during the 2009-2010 time period.
In particular, it provides a small number of basis vectors that de-
scribe temporal (Hflu,asthma) and spatial (Wflu,asthma) break-
out patterns. In this context, break-out patterns refer to only the
total case counts that have been obtained from the diagnostic data.
Note that while flu is an infectious disease, asthma is typically a
chronic condition; hence, the breakout patterns described here do
not capture the traditional epidemiological definitions/measures of
disease spread, but indicate the global trends in occurrences of ei-
ther flu or asthma.

For both asthma and flu, based on the procedure outlined above
we decided that the optimal subspace, s = 5 sufficiently captured
the underlying spatial and temporal patterns in the data. A sum-
mary of the five temporal patterns is depicted in Fig. 3 for both (A)
asthma and (B) flu. One of the notable observations from Fig. 3 is
that the temporal signatures are very distinct in terms of describing
the overall occurrence of flu and asthma in the 2009-2010 season.
The asthma incidence patterns suggest a strong peak around days
150-180 (Aug-Sep 2009) in both H3

asthma and H4
asthma basis vec-

tors. Additionally in basis vector H5
asthma, we observe a high in-

cidence of asthma around days 10-45 (Apr-May 2009) time-frame.
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Figure 3: NMF summary of temporal patterns (H) in both
asthma (left hand panel) and flu (right hand panel).

The flu occurrence across the nation indicates at least three dis-
tinct peaks, ranging from days 180-210 (Sep-Oct 2009), 150-180
(Aug-Sep 2009) and 90-100 (Jun-Jul 2009). The temporal pat-
terns from the flu data indicate that there is a distinct early onset
of the epidemic (H5

flu), followed by several waves at later time-
periods (H1�4

flu ), which all have their own distinct temporal signa-
tures. Thus, each of the basis vectors (in the flu dataset) captures a
unique temporal break-out pattern that captures ağ different phase
of the 2009-2010 flu epidemic, similar to previously reported stud-
ies in the spread of influenza [23].

Comparing the flu and asthma break-out patterns suggests that
there is a distinct overlap in the incidence of flu and asthma around
the Aug-Sep 2009 time-frame. Further, comparing H5

asthma and
H5

flu also indicates that even during the early onset of the flu (days
90-100; Jun-Jul 2009), there is a marked increase in the asthma in-
cidence rates around days 10-45 (Apr-May 2009). Although from
Fig. 2C we see that the overall trend indicates that the peak of
asthma incidence precedes the peak of flu season, the analysis pre-
sented here further suggests that this precedence may be a distinct
factor influencing the susceptibility of flu occurrence within some
regions.

Geographic patterns of flu and asthma incidence
In the previous section, we described the temporal patterns of flu
and asthma incidence within the US. In this section, we examine
the spatial patterns observed from the data. In particular, we present
insights into the spatial patterns that we observe from NMF. We
also discuss specific regions within the US that showed elevated flu
levels following an asthma outbreak. Together, these observations
provide for developing a comprehensive picture of how these two
diseases may be correlated.

Distinct spatial patterns of flu occurrence
The spatial patterns summarized by NMF depict a distinct separa-
tion between the asthma and flu incidence. As shown in Fig. 4,
each W, can be mapped onto the specific zip code and provides
a geographic interpretation of the results presented above. Each
dot represents a specific zip code examined and the intensity of the
color indicates a higher occurrence of the flu/asthma (blue indi-
cates lower and red indicates higher incidence). Note that both the
asthma and flu incidence maps are drawn to the same color scale
(as indicated by the color bar in Fig. 4).

We note that densely populated areas (such as New York, Florida

and California) constitute common grounds for the temporal pat-
terns observed in Fig. 3. In particular, throughout the northeast,
southeast, west and central US, asthma patterns are widespread;
however, the spatial patterns for influenza across the entire US are
quite discrete. Notably, several north-east states do not exhibit any
patterns observed in W2�4

flu . Additionally, the occurrence of W4
flu

is almost exclusively in the southern regions, with cases detected in
both southeast and southwest (California). Interestingly, the tempo-
ral patterns from the south east constitute the time-frame of Aug-
Sep 2009, which signified the beginning of school season within
the same region, leading to the unique spatial patterns observed
here. The other interesting aspect observed from our analysis is the
early onset of the flu in some northeastern states (notably New York
and New Jersey) as well as southwest (California), is captured by
W5

flu, indicating that this early onset also meant a sustained flu in
the later part of the season (around Feb-Mar 2010) in these regions
(Fig. 3B, H5

flu).
As part of the analysis, we have also highlighted zip codes where

flu and asthma patterns occur concurrently. These regions include
parts of the northeast (specifically, southeastern New York, New
Jersey, Delaware, southern parts of New Hampshire, Connecticut
and Pennsylvania), southeast (Tennessee, Georgia, North and South
Carolinas, Florida, and south central parts of Virginia) and the west-
coast area (California, Oregon and Washington states). These large,
geographic regions constitute a majority of the places where the
co-occurrence of the flu and asthma follow a clear temporal trend
where by a peak in asthma diagnoses is subsequently followed by
a peak in the flu diagnoses. At this time, because we have not inte-
grated socio-economic/census data into our analysis, is difficult for
us to speculate whether particular demographic factors (e.g., age-
group, socio-economic background or other factors), population
density or other environmental and climatic factors within these
regions lead to the observed patterns.

We also note the sparse coverage with respect to the diagnostic
data across the rest of the country - and these regions also consti-
tute large parts of the US where the population density is also quite
low. A more systematic analysis of the variation in population of
these regions, followed by a statistical comparison with the flu and
asthma diagnostic data would be necessary to draw additional con-
clusions regarding these spatial and temporal patterns to understand
further details on the epidemiological significance of these spatial
and temporal patterns.

SUMMARY
In this study we examined whether eHCRs can be used for pub-
lic health surveillance. For this purpose, we examined the eHCR
transactions provided by IMS Health and showed that the diagnos-
tics (Dx) data, which summarizes primary care visits by patients
are comparable to standard public health surveillance data such as
the CDC ILINet. We have shown that consolidated eHCRs at local
(zip code level information) to regional (county, metropolitan, city,
state, etc.) to national levels can be used to assess how infectious
diseases like the flu may spread. Unlike aggregating web-based
search patterns by users, or the use of social media, our approach
relies on using traditional methods of surveillance and in particular,
uses patients’ visits to their medical practitioners for surveillance of
diseases such as influenza. Further, the approach here shows that
we can track these conditions (and others) without compromising
individual privacy (or medical history).

We have also shown that eHCRs could be used to study co-
occurrence patterns of asthma and influenza. While both affect
the respiratory systems of patients, asthma is a chronic condition
whereas the flu is an infectious disease. From the analysis of the
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Figure 4: A visual summary of spatial patterns (W) in both (A)
asthma and (B) flu diagnoses across the entire nation.

Dx data, we showed that it is possible to summarize the spatial and
temporal patterns from these two conditions into a small number
of categorical dimensions, each showing a distinct (temporal and
spatial) signature with respect to the occurrence of these diseases.
In particular, for the flu season of 2009, NMF was able to identify
distinct temporal signatures that corresponded well with the early
and late part of the flu. Additionally, we also showed a distinct
lag in the peak times of asthma occurrence that preceded the peak
time of influenza season. It is also interesting to note that this ob-
servation holds both in the early part of the year (May-Jun 2009
followed by a rise in the flu in Jun-July 2009) and the later parts of
the year (Aug-Sep peak of asthma followed by a dramatic rise in
the number of influenza infections in Sep-Oct 2009), across several
parts of the US.

The analysis of the spatial patterns for flu and asthma revealed
that there are distinct geographic locations (albeit a very small num-
ber of them) that perhaps show more than one temporal pattern in
their occurrence data. Further analysis of these regions will be nec-
essary to understand the origins of such “mixing”. In particular,
as part of our analysis, we did not examine patient age or history
to understand how a specific group of patients (or a demographic)
may be more susceptible to asthma or the flu in particular. Pa-
tients with one or more pre-existing respiratory conditions can be
more susceptible to either flu or asthma and hence these factors
would have to be taken into account to further understand the co-
occurrence patterns observed during the 2009-2010 flu season. The
spatial patterns that we discovered also highlight specific vulnera-
ble regions within the US where the incidence of asthma and flu
are inter-related. Although in this paper, we do not describe the
many confounding factors (e.g., environmental factors/ climate fac-
tors that have a strong influence on the occurrence of asthma) that
may play a role in the co-occurrence of asthma and flu, the abil-
ity to discover such complex associations from eHCRs provides an
added capability for public health surveillance systems to moni-
tor and quickly identify vulnerable geographic areas/population for
preemptive intervention.

We must note here that a more detailed analysis of the spatio-
temporal patterns is required. In particular, for this paper we have
not quantitatively examined how these temporal patterns match up
against other known temporal mining algorithms and even other
unsupervised machine learning techniques such as principal com-
ponent analysis. Additionally, within the scope of this paper, we
have not examined whether these patterns correspond to other well
known algorithms such as Google Flu. Finally, we must also note
that the predictive aspects of our algorithm have also not been fully
explored for two reasons: (1) the data available to us is only from
the 2009-2010 flu season and (2) it is difficult to obtain a baseline
behavior based on a year that showed highly anomalous behavior in
terms of the overall flu incidence across the entire country. We will
explore these questions in greater detail in a following publication.

While diagnostic information (from Dx data) can be helpful for
public health surveillance, additional analyses of the prescription
datasets (Rx) from IMS Health is necessary to obtain more accurate
information regarding epidemic spread. The prescription transac-
tions record the dosage and medicines provided to a patient and
hence can provide tighter bounds on the number of estimated peo-
ple infected and measure the intensity of spread. Such a collective
integration of Dx and Rx datasets can provide novel insights not
only in the context of understanding the flu, but can have a wide
impact in general for more complex disease etiologies and chronic
disease conditions.

The analytic techniques outlined here are part of the data an-
alytic platform for public health surveillance that we have been



developing [22]. The platform was designed specifically to bring
together heterogeneous datasets such as social media and eHCRs
and analyze these datasets to gather insights into emerging pub-
lic health concerns. In this study, we used asthma and influenza
as specific examples to understand co-occurrence patterns across
the US. However, the techniques are quite general and can be inte-
grated with visual analytic tools to summarize, navigate and inter-
pret from large volumes of complex healthcare datasets. We believe
that the availability of unique datasets and data analyses techniques
outlined above can lead to better public health surveillance systems
and have a positive impact on the nation’s health.
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